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With the rapid development of industrialization and economy,
the global logistics industry continues to grow stronger, the
project is oriented towards the “Society 5.0” of Japan and
other national development strategies.



Low efficiency of traditional
manual loading methods.

Difficulties in robot 
navigation and control in 
complex environments.



 CN108582025A
Logistics stacking robot trolley: 
unable to classify the goods.

 CN104181926A
Robot navigation is realized 
according to ground signs, but the 
signs may be blocked. 

 CN102009883B
The elevator car position can be 
judged by detecting the 
atmospheric pressure, but there is 
a large error due to the influence 
of weather and other factors.

Other related projects This project
 Automatic classification and 

loading of goods by by 
computer vision and intelligent 
control.

 Automatic indoor and outdoor 
transportation by ground signs 
and UAV guidance combined 
with Kinect recognition.

 Adaptive and cross-building 
transportation in complex 
environment  by SLAM 
navigation and floor recognition 
method.



Goods identification by computer vision
Adaptive intelligent control method for robot arm

1. Automatic classification and loading of goods



Ground guide signs

2. Automatic indoor and outdoor transportation

UAV guidance combined 
with Kinect recognition



SLAM navigation and 
path planning in complex 
environment

Floor recognition method 
based on atmospheric 
pressure, temperature, and 
humidity sensor data

3. Adaptive and cross-building transportation in complex 
environment 



This project has been granted 10 Chinese invention patents.
ZL 201810995897.4 Loading method and device of intelligent logistics environment robot

ZL 201810063752.0 Automatic guide rail carrying device and robot cooperative carrying method and
system

ZL 201710643367.9 Intelligent decomposition control planning method for path of carrying robot in
intelligent environment

ZL 201710640560.7 Method of cooperative self-adaptation intelligent planning of complex mixed
path of carrying robot

ZL 201710643174.3 Intelligent vehicle and robot outdoor delivery method combined with unmanned
aerial vehicle traction

ZL 201710643095.2 Vehicle and robot carrying navigation method and system in intelligent outdoor
environment

ZL 201710636798.2 Loading robot arm control self-adaption blended learning mapping intelligent
control method and system

ZL 201710636699.4 Multi-layer mapping intelligent control method and system for controlling
carrier robot arms

ZL 201710631220.8 Neural network and swarm hybrid calculation method for intelligent
environment carrier robot floor identification

ZL 201710630336.X Parametric measurement multi-model intelligent fusion method for recognizing
floors where carrying robot is arranged in intelligent environment



The project has been widely used, which can effectively
improve the transporting efficiency, reduce the transporting
cost and save a lot of labor costs for the enterprise.
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Using the robot transporting method for smart logistic systems, 
it can realize efficient and energy-saving smart logistics and 
warehousing, help to promote the rapid development of smart 
logistics industry, and has great prospects for economic and 
social development.


